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Glenda Wynn quits after 31 years with IEA
I worked with the Government schools for five
years between (1975-1979) in Okapa and Lufa
districts before I joined West Goroka International Preschool in January, 1983. The school was
located where the Sun Rise School now stands.

children and the job I do.

The school was a feeder school to Goroka International Primary School. I started as a Teacher
Assistant. We had a separate principal and our
own Board of Governors. In 1985, I was granted
restricted registration to teach as a relief teacher
only when the class teacher was away.

I would like to sincerely thank the Board of Governors of Goroka International School for giving
me the opportunity to continue to associate with
this school until today. May I also thank the IEA
for the professional support and trust bestowed
on me over the years.

West Goroka Preschool was amalgamated with
Goroka International Primary in 1996. The old
site was sold to Four Square Church and the present Early Learning Centre was built. The principal
of the Preschool resigned and the localisation
program was introduced, so I was offered the position of a classroom teacher.

I would also like to extend my sincere gratitude
to the parents for their support and understanding. I hope that you will continue to provide that
support to my colleagues in their endeavours to
educate. To all my past and present students, I
feel privileged to contribute to your education
and wish you all a very successful future. I have
enjoyed every moment at GIS.

In 1999, I was granted full registration to teach
in the International Education Agency schools.
However, I have only ever taught at the Early
Learning Centre because of my love for the little

When I leave at the end of this term (Term 2,
2014), I will have served this school, IEA and Eastern Highlands for thirty one and a half years.

My family and I will take with us fond memories
of GIS and we will always be ‘FRIENDS FOREVER’.
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May God bless and protect Goroka International
School and all those who associate with it.
- Glenda Wynn

>>>2015<<<

senior positions

Please read the details of how to apply very carefully. If you don’t follow these
instructions your application may not be considered. For any advise on the
application process please contact Joe Lalie at the IEA Office – jlalie@iea.ac.pg

HOW TO APPLY
Applications for teaching positions should, if possible, be made on line. To access the online form please go to the intranet and click
on the link on the home page. You can also access the form without going through the intranet at http://ieanet.net/execrecruit15
When you open the form you should click the boxes next to the positions for which you wish to be considered and then fill in the form.
The form also allows you to up-load your CV.
You only need to complete one application. It will automatically be sent to each of the schools you have nominated and schools cannot
see each other schools you have applied to. If you are unable to apply online you should send your application to Joe Lalie at the IEA
(jlalie@iea.ac.pg) who will make sure it gets to every school you have applied for.

YOUR CV CHECKLIST
In order to make sure you have the best chance of getting the position you want you should take special care in preparing your CV.
Use this checklist to make sure you have indicated the important things:
* Personal details (Name, sex, phone numbers, e-mail, date of birth, marital status, and so on)
* A brief summary of career and main responsibilities in each position – these are best in reverse order so your current job comes first.
* A brief statement of your skills or special qualities. This is the one time you are allowed to boast a little about yourself.
* Any special interests which relate to the job – maybe you can play the guitar or love to swim or are qualified to coach netball.
* Names and contact details of two professional referees - make sure these know you are using their names.
Sometimes you will be repeating information you have included on the online application form but that doesn’t matter. Above all, check
and re-check your CV for spelling or grammatical errors. Ask one of your colleagues to check it as well.
All applications for these positions close on Friday 22nd August 2014

GOOD LUCK EVERYONE!

2015 SENIOR POSITIONS
PRINCIPALS

Principal - Gordon International School
Principal - Mt Hagen International School
Principal - Goroka International School
Principal - Alotau International School

DEPUTY PRINCIPALS

Deputy Principal - Boroko East International School
Deputy Principal - Gordon International School
Deputy Principal - Korobosea International School

HEAD OFFICE

Schools Advisor (Citizen) IEA Head office
All applications for these positions close
on Friday 22nd August 2014
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message FROM

THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
In this edition of IEA Nius 182, we feature
a number of Promotional Positions for the
2015 school year. Please ensure you are familiar with the application process and the
timeline for the positions.
General teaching positions will be advertised in Week 6 in a special newsletter and it
is important for anyone interested to ensure
they follow the process that will be outlined.
Band 1.3 Teachers will undergo Moderation
in Week 6. Thank you to all the Principals
and Deputy Principals who have agreed to
be part of the Moderation Panel.
Also this term, three of our schools underwent a review: Rabaul, Port Moresby and
Korobosea. Boroko East had theirs last term.
With so much happening this term, it is vital
that you plan ahead to achieve your goals.
Take time to care for your health and good
luck to teachers applying for teaching or
promotional positions.
All the best for Term Three.
Joe Williams Lalie
Executive Director

From the Nius Team

All contributions of stories are welcome.
Send them to Ian Kially at ikially@iea.ac.pg
Please refer to the IEA Calendar for due
dates for articles.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AGENCY
OF PNG LTD
HEAD OFFICE LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
HUNTER ST AND ELA BEACH RD, DOWNTOWN,
PORT MORESBY

PO BOX 6974, BOROKO, NCD.
PHONE: 321 4720 FAX: 321 4668
OUR GOAL
To develop connected, life-long learners
OUR MISSION
The International Education Agency of
Papua New Guinea provides a high standard
of private education meeting individual
needs in caring learning environments

The Art of Observation
On Monday, 14 July, staff at The Ela Murray International School International School Early
Learning Centre participated in a professional
development session on the art of observation.
This session was based on the book “The Art of
Awareness: How Observation Can Transform
Your Teaching” (Deb Curtis and Margie Carter).
As early childhood practitioners, we acknowledge that when working with young children,
the ultimate goal of observing is to determine
the meaning of what is unfolding. This then allows us to interpret what we see children doing
so that we can respond in order to further learning and development.
The session involved looking at how people perceive things differently and how your personal
background and experiences can influence your
interpretation of what is seen. We need to be
able to discriminate between, and separate, descriptive data from interpretation. In order to do
this, staff unpacked several images of children
in a variety of situations, wrote down their individual observations and then together analysed
their findings to see how their perceptions had
impacted on the data gathered.
In making a rigorous observation, certain components need to be considered. These include;
• Be objective – observe without judging
• Be specific – look for details

• Be direct – hear, listen and record exactly what
children say
• Be aware – look for the mood and the social
and emotional details e.g. facial expression,
tone of voice
• Be complete – write a story with a beginning,
a setting, a list of characters, interactions and an
ending
With these components taken into consideration, the observation will focus on;
• Skill development
• Knowledge and understanding
• Dispositions for learning
• Feelings
• Focus and self-control
• Communication
• Making connections
• Critical thinking
• Taking on a challenge
• Self-directed, engaged learning
An effective observation will highlight the development of young children as they learn to;
Be self-directed
Communicate effectively
Behave ethically
Work collaboratively
…and
Analyse and solve problems

Kiunga International School Talent Show
Week 8 of Term 2 was a busy week for
Kiunga International School. We started
our busy week with the talent show which
coincided with Mrs. Yimaye’s, CPD School
Advisor, visit to our school.
On Wednesday evening, we had our talent show. There were individual, group
and class presentations. Prior to the talent
show, teachers and students were preparing, including rehearsing for the show. The
talent show attracted most of the parents
to be part of the evening program. They
watched in excitement to see their children showcasing their talent in a variety
of ways.
On the next day (Thursday), Mrs Yimaye
facilitated a mental maths workshop and
we finished our sessions on Friday. Around
midday on Friday, the school board finalised the contract agreement for the
double classroom as part of our capital
works project for the year. Among the
three events that unfolded throughout the
week, the talent show was the most significant event for the school. Even though
the three events were equally important,
the talent show marketed our school to
the wider community. In fact, we revived
the talent show for the school as part of
our marketing strategy.

Junior class girls performing a contemporary dance.

Middle class girls doing the catwalk through fashion parade.

Ursula with the school board chairman enjoying the evening.
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NCD Debate Competition

POMIS
DEBATE TEAM
WINS NCD
CHAMPIONSHIPS
By Ronan Moore - Head of English and Languages
In Term 2, Week 6, the POMIS Debating team
won their second consecutive NCD Championship.
“The IBS School Debate was a brainchild of the
Institute of Business Studies and was started in
2009 to develop the young talented speakers of
Papua New Guinea, thus it was themed – developing young leaders of our nation…”
“The aim of this competition is develop our young
children of the nation to become good leaders
of tomorrow. Further, for schools to socialise
through academic competition as such to build
and foster relationship with the schools. This has
been very successful for the last three years and
grateful for sponsorship from corporate organisation who share our vision to develop the young
leaders of our nation.
“IBS School Debate is now hosted nationwide,
that is Port Moresby, Lae, Enga and Kokopo, the
winners of the four centres battle it out in the Na-

tional Debate Titles in Port Moresby.” (Institute
of Business Studies website.)
Our Team: Shajreen Kua, Allan Donigi, Diandra Paine, Samuel Kavop, Josephine Gure and
Hong‘Naki Bade.
In the Elimination Round they met De La Salle
Secondary and debated “Health Services should
be free in PNG” – POMIS presented the affirmative argument. In the Semi-Final they met Kopkop College and debated “Science is a threat to
humanity” – POMIS presented the negative argument.
In the Final they met Marianville Secondary
School and debated “More foreign loans will
boost PNG’s economy” – POMIS presented the
affirmative argument.

members were presented to the school and
were given their prizes, a showbag from the IBS.
Samuel Kavop was also presented with a personal trophy for the “Best Male Speaker”. The
Principal, Mr Rowley, was presented with the
Championship Shield, a desktop computer, and
aMessrs
chequeGure
for K3000!
and Teka - English Department
Also thanked for their efforts were the POMIS
teachers who tutored the Team, Miss Roselyn
Wuniki, Miss Joyce Nindivi and Mr Robert Mabone, as well as the Humanities and Science
teachers who helped them with specialist knowledge.
This marks the second year in a row that POMIS
has won the NCD Championship. We wish the
Team and their teachers all the best for their appearance in the National Finals later in the year.

At a whole school assembly the victorious team

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS FROM
MADANG INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
NATIONAL REPRESENTATION-YACA 2014 FORUM, LAE
JANELLE SUMAIANG - GRADE 10

MICHAEL MUDIAN - GRADE 10
Two of our students from the High School Section of MIS, Michael Mudian (Grade 10) and
Janelle Sumaiang (Grade 10) were selected to
attend the YACA 2014 forum organised by Transparency International, PNG Chapter through facilitation by Mr Kerry Kimiafa, the cluster leader
of MIS High School Section. Michael and Janelle
were asked to submit an essay each on “What it
Makes to Be A Good Citizen, which they did and
were successful in their selection to attend the
forum after their essays were assessed by the organisers as convincing and inspiring.
The conference was held on the 1st to the 10th
of July during the last two weeks of the three
weeks holidays of the term 2 holiday. Michael
and Janelle were flown by Transparency International to Port Moresby via Air Niugini . There
they regrouped with the rest of the student
youth delegates of different schools around the
country (PNG) and were later flown to Lae for

the actual conference and related activities at
the Okari Campus .
During the 10 day engagement in Lae, as ambassadors against corruption, they were put to
drills, talks, presentations by notable and eminent persons such as MP’s Garry Zuffa, Sam Basil
etc on different aspects and forms of corruption.
Michael and Janelle infact attested that they had
the time of their life including learning and understanding of the different aspects of corruption ( blue, white ) entrenched in our society and
increased their understanding off PNG and the
wider world through a broader perspective beyond MIS and Madang itself.
Michael and Janelle returned to Madang (MIS)
feeling very different and very sated. They are
currently in the process of organising the YACA
Club of MIS. They will be working in collaboration with YACA Clubs of other educational estab-
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lishments of the Madang Chapter to get this going. During our SRC assembly on Friday the 25th
of July (last week), they spoke to the rest of the
school on their endeavours and they challenged
the students of MIS to join them to be ambassadors (Youths) who will fight corruption now for a
better PNG tomorrow.
On this note, the whole school (Principal Mr
Benson, High School Cluster Leader, Mr Kimiafa, Primary School Cluster Leader, Mr Henry and
SRC Advisor, Ms Kay Minimulu and the rest of the
teachers ) is behind them and we’ll be right behind them and we’ll be wholeheartedly behind
them in getting the YACA Club established at
MIS. The school also takes this time to “sincerely
thank” the Transparency International and their
staff, especially Ms Arianne Kassman in making
this possible for the future leaders of tomorrow….TANI KIU BADA HEREA.
By Kerry Kimiafa - High School Cluster Leader

KIS Primary attends Baby MEEP (Marine Environment
Education Program) at Mahonia Na Dari

Penny Mauke an
d Emily Doyle di
splaying the
cone shell as se
en on the KIS sc
hool Logo.

Mahonia Na Dari meaning Guardian of the Sea
is a Research and Conservation Centre which
started in 1998. Mahonia Na Dari (MND) operates with the aim of developing marine environment conservation education for school
children ranging from Pre-school to High
School.

Grade 2 students are busy discussing coral reef.

Grade 2 Students exploring the sea bed for dead coral.

The Baby MEEP is an annual program for KIS
targeting lower primary school students. The
foundation Class with Dorcas Henry, Prep class
with Gideon Simbiken, Grade 1 with Gertrude
Loga, Grade 2 and 3 with Mary Symond and
Grade 3 and 4 with Dafal Aire visited the Research and Conservation Centre in week 7 and
8 of term 2. Each class had a topic to study
and was facilitated by MND education officer
Adolphina Luvongit.
The students had theory lessons on the preservation of the unique and highly diverse marine environment around Kimbe Bay before
heading down to the beach to investigate and
explore the marine creatures along the shore
and seabed. It was a very good learning opportunity and a fun filled day for all students.
MND is a non-government organisation and
serves as a model for marine conservation
education, community action and sustainable
environmental development in Kimbe and
PNG. Kimbe International School acknowledges MND for having such a wonderful program
for our students.

Grade 3 and 4 students listening to Ms Luvongit
discussing the marine ecosystem.

These boys are happy with their finished work on
marine ecosystems.

The marine ecosystem group busy at work.

Ms Luvongit and a group with their finished work.

Theory lessons in the classroom

Continue to next page...
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...continue from previous page.

Foundation class at the entrance to Mahonia Na
Dari.

Mahonia Na Dari Education Officer Adolphina Luvongit
showing the prep students how a crab moves in water.

Prep students on arrival at Mahonia Na Dari.

Gideon Simbiken getting ready to explore the reef.

Grade 1 students looking for Marine life along
the beach at Walindi.

These grade 3 and 4 girls are also happy to have
completed their task.

Students out and about at Mahonia Na Dari exploring and investigating.

INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS-CONFEDERATION CUP, BEIJING, CHINA
The Soccer World Cup has just ended in Brazil but the World Cup pursuit for two PNG Madang International School students, Isabella
Natera and Mercedes Hapoto has just begun. In what began as a school soccer competition at Laiwaden Oval in Madang, Bella and
Mercy, as they are commonly known, will be flying the PNG flag under the soccer banner as PNG reps to the Youth Olympic Game
organised by the Oceania Football Confederation (OFC) in Nanjing, China next month.
Their journey to international stardom and fame started from Laiwaden
(Madang) then to Goroka (NSI) this year for national duties. From there,
they have been selected for national duties in the PNG Team to the Youth
Olympic Games. They would be in China for a month playing soccer at
different venues with other nations in the Confederation Cup.

Below is Isabelle (Bella) Natera (Left) and Mercedes (Mercy) Hapoto
(right)

On this note, MIS and the High School Section is so proud of their feats
at this very tender age and wish them BOLA (Best of Luck Always) in the
tournament ahead as they represent MIS and the system of IEA schools
around the country on the international arena and the pursuit to international stardom and what future soccer holds for these ladies. They
left for Nanjing on Thursday the 31st of July and return on the 28th of
August 2014.
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Korobosea International School New Staffroom
Work on the new staffroom at Korobosea began in mid-May. The new staffroom will be a
two story building. The bottom level will provide equipment storage for the school and
for the national sporting associations that the
school has partnerships with. This includes
PNG Athletics, PNG Softball and PNG Netball.
The building faces onto the school oval and
this will provide easy access to the sporting
equipment.
The second level will include a staffroom and
a staff study. The staff study will provide a
private working space for teachers and access
to teaching resources. A verandah on this

level will face onto the oval to provide a great
viewing space for sports. A “sky” bridge will
provide access from this level to a planned Administration Centre which will be adjacent to
the staffroom.
The facility will be able to double as a function
centre for meetings or weddings. It will also
be used by national sporting associations for
the training certification of officials and referees.
It is expected that the building will be completed by early August.

Photo: Work commences

IEA TAFE taking the Training to the People
IEA TAFE is a 100% PNG-owned not-for-profit
TVET Training organisation operating from campuses at Ela Beach, Mt Hagen, Coronation in Lae,
and Kimbe, and has now been operating for nine
years. What makes IEA TAFE different to most of
the Training Organisations in PNG is that all its
courses are sourced from the Australian Industry Training Packages; a partnership with Kangan TAFE in Melbourne ensures that the training
that students are receiving at IEA TAFE is exactly
the same material and quality as if the student
was studying at any TAFE in Australia. In fact, if
a student at IEA TAFE wishes to be awarded an
Australian TAFE qualification in addition to the
PNG qualification, this is can be arranged. This
international benchmark is the major reason that
IEA TAFE graduates are highly sought after by industry.
The College offers courses in Business, Accounting, Information Technology, Hospitality, Tourism
and Child Services. All its programs are delivered
within a six month period. Enrolment for the July
2014 intake is open now.
IEA TAFE Manager Mr Philip Oakley has advised
that the College is now moving into a number of
new ways in the delivery of its programs. “The

days of asking students from all over PNG to travel a long way to access a TAFE campus are gone.
We need to take the training to the people” said
Mr Oakley. IEA TAFE is now launching “On-Line
Learning” which will allow anyone wanting to
study a TAFE program, to access course materials
and tutorial support via the internet. “With the
growth and improvement of internet services in
PNG, the environment is now ideal for on-line
learning” said Mr Oakley.
“And we are not only aiming for school leavers;
if you are at home and can obtain access to the
internet, or if you are already in employment and
wanting a qualification to support your work experience, you can now study on-line and in your
own time. You might even be a current school
student who would like to complete a Business
or Information Technology qualification to assist you obtaining employment once you leave
school” Mr Oakley continued. To access the OnLine learning you only need to logon to the IEA
TAFE website at www.ieatafepng.com
In addition to on-line learning IEA College of TAFE
has introduced a number of short-courses covering specific skill-sets. For example on 1 July TAFE
will be running a three day short-course in How

to Build Your Own Website (see the advertisement on this page). Other short courses are advertised and offered throughout the year; if there
is a specific course that you would like to learn
about, please contact an IEA TAFE campus. Short
courses can also be delivered at your workplace,
anywhere in the country.
“We have also increased the number of professional development programs tailored specifically for industry and people already in employment” said Mr Oakley. These programs are very
flexible in terms of the timing (they may be in one
week blocks for example) and location.
“We are happy to discuss with industry and Government partners the best outcomes for their
employees in terms of delivering specific skill
sets or full qualifications, and the location of the
delivery, which may be at the client’s premises”.
These programs may be in the areas of Accounting, Management, HR, Information Technology or
Hospitality; one of TAFE’s most popular programs
is the Certificate IV in Training and Assessment.
IEA TAFE welcomes all enquiries about any of
their programs.

IEA SCHOOLS BOARD CHAIRPERSONS MEETING - Friday 15th August 2014, Port Moresby
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Brief History of Kamarau International School
Kamarau International School was first established in 2004 by the International Education Agency. This came about after a group of likeminded parents saw the need to have
an education system that can provide quality education to the children of Bougainville.
They showed keen interest in what the IEA curriculum offers to children who attend
other IEA schools in the country. Its humble beginnings started from a residential compound due to lack of land in Buka and has been in operation since then.
We pay tribute to the former Principal, Ms Idah Kenneth, who managed the operations
of the school since its establishment. (2004 – 2007). We appreciate and thank Ms
Kenneth for her commitment and contribution towards Kamarau.
Over the past 9 years the school has grown in confidence in terms of its student enrolments. The students, parents and friends provided the much needed support over the
years and need to be acknowledged. The school has witnessed and celebrated 5 graduations of Grade 8 students since 2004. Our three pioneer students have moved on to
higher institutions in Port Moresby and Australia. We are proud to have come this far.
A few of our success stories include
* Quentin Nukuitu is now a 1st year Law student at UPNG.
* Christinus Biasu is now a 1st year Art & Humanity student at PAU.
* Sebastian Basiou is now a Year 12 student at The Cathedral College, Rockhampton,
Queensland.
* Xzannjah Matsi who scored the highest mark in 2010 Grade 8 National Examination in Bougainville. She was also the lead actress (Matilda) in the international
film set in Bougainville titled ‘Mr Pip’.
* We have had two international excursions to Cairns, Australia in 2009 and Brisbane,
Australia in 2012.
* Augusta Lokea, Moseley Jansen, Louwtije and Xzannjah Matsi are now attending
schools in Australia.

New Kamarau Ground Breaking Ceremony
The International Education Agency (IEA) has played a major role in the establishment
of Kamarau since 2004 and continues to provide support to keep the school functioning
in the current location. The IEA school community is pleased to know that the school
will now be relocated to a new site at Kubu.
On July 18th 2014, the IEA Executive Director, Mr Joe Lalie and Kamarau International
School Board Chairman, Mr Albert Nukuitu officially performed the Ground Breaking
Ceremony which was witnessed by students, teachers, parents and the people of Bougainville. Parents of students attending Kamarau can now be rest assured that construction work on the new site is in progress. We are confident that the new academic
year will start at Kubu come 2015.
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